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ABSTRACT

In medical research, it is not unusual that risks are ruled out without any specification the exact risk that was ruled out. This makes it difficult to balance expected health benefits and risk of harm when choosing between alternative treatment options. International guidelines for reporting medical research results are sufficiently specific when it comes to establishing health benefits. However, there is a lack of standards for reporting on ruling out risks. We argue that transparency is needed, as in the case of non-inferiority trials. The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statements should be revised accordingly.
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Introduction

In any rational decision procedure, there are two questions that have to be settled. First, what is the possible gain involved in the decision? Second, what are the risks? To decide on the best possible, or at least an acceptable, line of action both these questions need to be addressed. Furthermore, in any evidence-based practice, transparent and accurate research reporting is crucial when addressing these two questions.

However, in medical research, there is a peculiar focus on gains. Guidelines for reporting research results are well formulated, specific, and rigorous when the research question concerns the effectiveness of a treatment. But this is not the case when it comes to the risk of harm. Here, instead, specific guideline standards are lacking. This opens up for misleading conclusions. A common statistical mistake is to conclude that a nonsignificant result regarding harm means that there is no difference between treatment and control, and that the risk of harm can, therefore, be ruled out. This, in turn, makes it difficult to balance possible health benefits with the risk of harm in decision making.

Our purpose is to clarify the above problem of reporting medical research on whether a risk of harm can be ruled out. We also suggest a way to improve the situation within the framework of established guidelines for reporting medical research. A systematic review, concerning folic
acid and possible cancer risks (Vollset et al. 2013), illustrates our arguments. However, the problems found are not restricted to this particular study. Similar examples of poor justification for ruling out risks can be found in many other studies, for example, published by the prestigious Cochrane Library (Akl 2014; Leone et al. 2016).

**Communicating risk from risk assessment to risk management**

The basic idea of risk analysis is that there is a scientific part: risk assessment, and a decision part: risk management, combined by risk communication (expressed, e.g. in the EU food law: [https://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/general_food_law/principles_en](https://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/general_food_law/principles_en)). A democratic principle demands that the values of experts should not influence the decisions made, that is, the risk assessors should not decide on the acceptability or non-acceptability or risks. Ideally they should only provide the facts: what the risks are for different scenarios and exposures. It is up to the decision makers (in high level policy decisions, these are elected representatives of the public that are supposed to express the values that a majority of the public agrees with) to judge what risks are acceptable or what not. This is not to say that only the decision makers make value judgements, while the risk assessors make none; a risk assessment involves values of many kinds (Vareman and Persson, 2010). Rather, the separation is one of the responsibilities, and as such, it is not a question about transparency, but it is a division of labor. However, if, for some reason, risk assessors decide on the acceptability of risks they should, one may argue, provide the reasons for accepting the risk and this is obviously a case of transparency. Have they simply thought the risk so small that it is negligible no matter what, or have they made a trade-off with the benefits involved? One can assume that both the policy makers and the public would be interested to know.

The case of ruling out risk falls into one, or perhaps both, of these problematic situations. Although we suspect that the most reasonable way to deal with this kind of risk assessment is to view it as of the former kind above—that the decision whether a risk should be ruled out or not is left to decision makers—we will accept that in reality, systematic reviewers making meta analyses do rule out risk and consequently we will treat it as a matter of transparency.

**Transparency**

It is generally assumed that transparent reporting from decision-making institutions is necessary for maintaining public trust in these institutions (Cowhey 1993, Ball 2009, Way, 2017). There is a rich set of examples of situations where adverse consequences of a decision has led to diminished trust as it turns out that decision makers have had more knowledge of the risks than what has been reported to the public (Millstone and van Zwanenberg, 2000).

Could there be too much transparency? A study by Löfstedt and Way (2016) asks whether the disclosure of raw data ("fishbowl transparency") is the kind of transparency that informs the public in the right way. Without contextualization, it is not clear that the knowledge of such data leads to more informed decisions by the public, and neither that trust in the decision making institutions increases (Löfstedt and Way, 2016). However, one can assume that if the demand for open raw data is driven by a conviction then such openness leads to better research—and more informed policy decisions made by decision makers familiar with the science—a case might be made (Goldacre 2013). There may be a difference in what relevant transparency includes if the communication is from decision makers to the public or if it goes from scientists to decision makers (Fischhoff and Scheufele 2013). A basic insight is that there should be an idea about how the disclosed information will inform decision making, not just that any information will do it.
Guidelines for reporting medical research results

To promote accurate and transparent reporting of medical research results, several guidelines have been developed. The most important are freely available on Equator Network (www.equator-network.org). Two such influential reporting guidelines, including extensions, are of particular relevance here: the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (www.prisma-statement.org) and the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement (www.consort-statement.org).

PRISMA is an evidence-based minimum set of items for reporting in systematic reviews and meta-analyses. The focus is on the reviews of randomized and controlled trials (RCTs), but PRISMA can also be applied to systematic reviews of other types of research. It should be noted that the Cochrane Collaboration—which can be conceived as the central organizational body of the paradigm of Evidence-Based Medicine—has endorsed PRISMA since it was released in 2009. Furthermore, the methodological standards, as state by Methodological Expectations of Cochrane Intervention Reviews, are compliant with PRISMA (http://methods.cochrane.org/mecir).

CONSORT encompasses a variety of initiatives within the CONSORT group. One aim is to alleviate the problems arising from inadequate reporting of randomized controlled trials. The main product of CONSORT is the CONSORT Statement, an evidence-based, minimum set of recommendations for reporting randomized trials. It is a standard for preparing reports of results to ensure complete and transparent reporting, and thereby facilitating critical appraisal and interpretation. The extensions of the CONSORT statement give additional guidance for RCTs with specific designs, data, and interventions.

The CONSORT statement (Moher et al. 2010) establishes that “Without transparent reporting, readers cannot judge the reliability and validity of trial findings nor extract information for systematic reviews.” In a similar vein, the PRISMA statement (Liberati et al. 2009) affirms that “systematic reviews should be reported fully and transparently to allow readers to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the investigation.” These documents have brought an improved structure to the reporting of treatment effects. This has made it possible for the reader to assess whether the results can be trusted as well as to decide whether the conclusions are valid and relevant. However, when the research question is about ruling out risks of harmful effects, these statements, including extension, and other relevant guidelines for reporting (Ioannidis et al. 2004; Lang and Altman 2013; Liberati et al. 2009; Moher et al. 2010; Zorzela et al. 2016) are at a loss. Therefore, we suggest that the CONSORT and PRISMA statements should be revised to deliver improved transparency about specifying and justifying risk margins.

An illustration

Flour is fortified with folic acid in some countries to lower the incidence of neural tube defects. In some countries, decision makers have hesitated to do this, since there are concerns about the cancer risks of folic acid. In the systematic review by Vollset et al., it is concluded that the “… meta-analysis rules out moderate increases in overall cancer incidence from folic acid supplementation” (p. 1 035, our emphasis) (Vollset et al. 2013). A higher incidence rate ratio (RR = 1.06) is indicated for those exposed when compared with placebo, but the confidence interval (CI95%) covered “no difference” (0.99–1.13).

However, in addressing the “ruling out” of a “moderate risk,” the authors need to be specific. No risk that lies within the CI can be ruled out. This implies that the authors must assume that a “moderate risk” is RR > 1.13, but this is neither explicitly stated nor justified. This is the kind of case we are interested in: one in which inexplicit risk margins with epistemic consequences are at play.

The conclusions made by Vollset et al. have not been uncontested. For example, Miller and Ulrich (2013; p. 974–5), in a critical commentary, argued that their findings can lead to “… excess intake of folic acid, either from supplements or through fortification”, and that data should be
viewed with caution. Miller and Ullrich pointed out that the level of statistical significance ($p < .05$) is arbitrary, that the lower CI bound was close to 1.00, and that the overall RR increased with 6%. The results in Vollset et al. are in other words fragile. This illustrates the necessity to be clear regarding the reasons for ruling out risks.

One mistake is that of wrongly “ruling out” the presence of a relevant (“moderate”) RR. Another is that of concluding that an estimated and relevant RR is present while it in reality is not. In the review, a conventional CI$_{95\%}$ was selected for the pooled outcome. Given the result, this means that only a risk higher than 1.13 can be ruled out. It is important to see that Vollset et al. here in effect, although not explicitly, have made a value judgment that a “moderate risk” must be higher than 1.13. This may be a perfectly decent margin but it needs to be justified. We do not question the conclusions as such drawn by Vollset et al., but question only their lack of transparency.

Methodological choices of this kind should be explicitly stated, explained, and justified, since they may alter results, conclusions, and in some cases, policy decisions. The lack of such transparency makes it difficult for the decision makers to balance benefit and harm. This is because it is not clear why risks were ruled out. Was it because there is a pre-set level of moderate risk that lies somewhere above 1.13?; or was it because the article authors themselves judged this to be a reasonable level? In the first case, it should be clearly stated that there is such a pre-set level. In the second case, there needs to be a justification of the choice of level. Since we have not found any evidence of a pre-set level, we assume that the article authors have made their own valuation of what risks can be accepted relative to the positive effects of the treatment.

**Lessons from non-inferiority trials**

A problem of deciding on non-inferiority of a new treatment compared with an old one is similar in nature to the one met in the ruling out of risk (Walker and Nowacki 2011). In this case, the need for transparency is acknowledged explicitly in the CONSORT statement (Piaggio et al. 2010, 2012). The margin of non-inferiority must be specified and justified (see item 7a). Non-inferiority is illustrated in a simplified way in Figure 1. The vertical line represents “no difference” between alternative treatments. Horizontal lines are CIs with point estimates shown as black squares. The NI margin indicated by $\Delta$ and $R$ is the region of appreciable harm with no clinical relevance. A point estimate located to the left of “no difference” indicates that the evaluated treatment is favored.

In case A, the evaluated treatment is superior to the control alternative. In B, “no difference” is included but not $\Delta$, which is why the treatment is non-inferior to the control, and it can be “ruled out” that the treatment is inferior to the control. Result C is inconclusive, since “no

![Figure 1. Non-inferiority margin.](image)
difference” and Δ are included in the CI, meaning that neither superiority nor inferiority can be “ruled out.”

Although the folic acid case (Vollset et al. 2013) is not overtly described as a non-inferiority problem, Δ can be viewed as a risk margin below which risks are clinically irrelevant. To rule out the risk, in the case of folic acid, would then be similar to conclude that folic acid supplementation is non-inferior to placebo. Consequently, whether a risk can be ruled out is determined by the level of the CI and the choice of Δ. If a CI_{95%} and a Δ = 1.14 are chosen, the relevant risk can be ruled out in the review since the upper CI bound is below 1.14. On the other hand, Δ = 1.12 would mean that the risk cannot be ruled out since the CI would include Δ. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

If the folic acid review was an application of non-inferiority, the choice of margin would have been explained and justified according to the CONSORT statement regarding non-inferiority trials (Piaggio et al. 2010). However, interpreted as a question of ruling out a risk, this transparency is not required in other relevant guideline documents (Ioannidis et al. 2004; Lang and Altman 2013; Liberati et al. 2009; Moher et al. 2010; Zorzela et al. 2016). Furthermore, ruling out a risk of harm is generally not understood as a non-inferiority problem, and is not mentioned in the CONSORT statement on non-inferiority (Piaggio et al. 2012).

However, to specify and justify the risk margin, when ruling out a risk, is just as important as being transparent when it comes to calculation of statistical power regarding a beneficial treatment outcome. While power is well-covered in most relevant guidelines (Ioannidis et al. 2004; Lang and Altman 2013; Liberati et al. 2009; Moher et al. 2010; Zorzela et al. 2016), including NI guidelines (Piaggio et al. 2010, 2012), the justification of risk margins is not.

In most studies of treatment effects, PRISMA (Liberati et al. 2009) and CONSORT (Moher et al. 2010) statements are used by authors and editors, also when ruling out risks. This is a problem, since it is not imperative in these guidelines to provide detailed information justifying the choice of relevant risk margins. We have illustrated this problem with the folic acid case (Vollset et al. 2013).

**Discussion**

No one in their right mind would tolerate a team of researchers who allow their preferences for a certain outcome to guide their methodological choices so that the preferred outcome is guaranteed. This is considered to be an illegitimate way of making value judgments in the research process. It is liable to invite the charge of scientific misconduct. With or without such an illegitimate intrusion of preferences, value-based methodological choices are problematic and need to be understood.

The unavoidable selection of a significance level (α) is one example of a methodological choice based on a value-judgment, and clearly it has possible epistemic consequences, since α affects the length of the CI. The usually implicit choice of risk margins is another example. As Kelly et al. (2015) emphasize (p. 2), values judgments are integral to evidence-based medicine (EBM), and therefore “the highest standards of EBM require values to be made explicit”.

![Figure 2. Possible margin of acceptable risk.](image-url)
Central to risk analysis, in any area, is of course how, who’s, and what values are assigned to possible outcomes. For example, can an outcome be so cataclysmic, so negative, that nothing else counts? In most decision situations, we want to weigh the good against the bad, analyze the pros and the cons. Taking complex decisions, doing serious risk analysis, involves many value considerations, of different kinds and at different decision nodes in the process, besides assigning values to outcomes.

Therefore, it could be argued that no $\Delta$ values should be specified, and that only CIs should be reported. This would leave the choice of a proper balance of expected benefit and possible harm to the decision maker. Mulla et al. (2012) contend, with reference to NI-margins (thresholds), the following:

In interpreting noninferiority thresholds, we will encourage you to use your own judgment rather than accepting that of the investigators, relieving you of the need to decipher what many may experience as obscure statistical reasoning used to define the thresholds.

We do not intend to discourage any local choices of threshold, but whenever the authors make conclusion regarding ruling out risks, transparency and detailed specifications are necessary. This concerns both $\Delta$ and $\alpha$ values (determining the level of confidence of the intervals). Such a transparency does and should not stop local decision makers to use their own specifications of $\Delta$. On the contrary, we think that transparency will make implicit value judgments explicit and thereby demystify statistical reasoning, and also encourage local choices of $\Delta$ as well as $\alpha$. Explicit statistical reasoning is rather the opposite of obscurity, but basic statistical literacy is required.

**Conclusion**

None of the prominent reporting guidelines provide sufficiently specific guidelines for ruling out risks. This opens up for making non-justified, value based, judgements about risk margins and CIs. As is shown in the example of the meta-analysis on folic acid cancer risk, an arbitrarily set level of acceptable risk can have wide reaching consequences when it is taken over to societal decision-making. Unless there is an absolute threshold below which a risk is judged negligible (a *de minimis* risk), the decision to accept or reject a risk is made in relation to possible gains. This is a valuation that society should make. If decision makers simply accept the valuation made by science this could lead to unacceptable risk taking, from society’s point of view (Sahlin and Persson, 1994). Transparency is needed here, from science to policy, for decision makers to be able to disentangle uncertainty from implicit or explicit thresholds (Fischhoff and Davis, 2014).

The basic insights of non-inferiority trials should be applied when the medical research question concerns ruling out risks. Like a non-inferiority margin, the smallest acceptable risk should be specified and shown to be justified. To enforce transparent reporting, the PRISMA and CONSORT groups should therefore consider revising or adding some items in their statements.
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